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Abstract 

 
 
several failures in centrifugal pump shaft are reported due to backpressure leading to unpredicted shaft failure during 

pump operation. several attempts have been made by engineers in designing and simulating a centrifugal pump shaft 

that can offer more enhanced mechanical properties which can withstand backpressure during operation. In this paper, 

a centrifugal pump shaft with more enhanced mechanical properties is designed to withstand backpressure. This is 

achieved by simulating the relevant parameters of stress-strain which impacts the system during backpressure. In the 

current study, an Auto desk fusion 360 was used to simulate the design shaft relationship of stress and strain parameters 

on back pressure intensity. During simulation, the centrifugal pump shaft was constrained on a drive end bearing and 

a non-drive end bearing by using frictionless constrain parameters at extreme back pressure during operation. The 

following facts were theoretically revealed after simulating the system with an Auto desk fusion 360 simulation 

software.  It was observed that, there is extremely low possibility of shaft failure at the keyway slot section and the 

propagation of failure were invisible in this section of the shaft. When the shaft was subjected to severe stress and 

strain due to high intensity of backpressure, the material experiences fatigue and the fatigue zone start propagating 

leading to material defects and failure that were visible observed across the shaft during operation. However, the 

designed shaft was able to withstand high stress/strain during operation as the new yield stress increases to 207 MPa. 

The designed simulated shaft was revealed to withstand the subjected backpressure from the system and the possibility 

of material failure during pump operation was minimize.  
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1. Introduction 

To design a stable centrifugal pump shaft, it is imperative to model the stress and strain factors that impacts the shfat 

during operation. Most of the time, it is vital to look at the shear stress theory (M.S.S.T) and stress-strain distribution 

of the shaft during backpressure process as these are vital parameters used in predicting a shaft failure mode during 

operation. The maximum shear stress and strain theory of a shaft is also termed as Guest and Tresca’s theory and this 

theory are mostly used in elongated or ductile materials (Abdul, 2019). The theory of shear stress, strain and strain 

rate in a centrifugal pump shaft must be investigated if a stable and efficient shaft must be design. Most often,  the 

failure mode of a centrifugal pump shaft due to back pressure are reported to occur when the maximum value of shear 

stress, strain and strain rate developed by the system exceeds designed shear stress, strain and strain rate during 

operation. It is reported that if maximum shear stress or strain developed by the system during backpressure 

exceeds the designed shear stress or strain the shaft can withstand the system is subjected to a failure mode.  

 

Shear stress and strain in a system  is a measure of the force per unit area being subjected to the system through the 

point of interest in the material during operation  (Richard Leach, 2018).   Strains define a new physical quantity and 

the stress being directly proportional to the strains display a distortional energy failure theory and, in most cases, this 

is called the effective stress or the Von Misses stress.   During operation, Failure can be predicted due to distortional 

energy stored in the shaft material which is normally when and when the effective stress or von Misses value gets to 

yield stress.  At this point material fatigue and failure are being reported during operation and cracks that propagates 

are more visible during operation (Akin, 2009). This could be analyzed from distortional theory that caused migration 

of grains at different curvature that leads to more cracks propagation at lower curvature than at higher curvaton due 

to dislocation motion and grain boundaries migration process that takes place in the material. In the current study, the 

theory of failure mode during back pressure was used in empirical simulation to determine the safe dimensions of a 

centrifugal pump shaft when it is subjected to combined stresses and strain due to various loading condition during 

back pressure.  

 

By combing the system stresses and straining condition during the pump operation, it was possible to design a shaft 

with more enhanced mechanical properties that can withstand backpressure. In the current study, it was also possible 

to use the theory of failure mode during back pressure process to simulate and design a unique relationship between 

stress and strain that impacts material failure during operation. Recent research studies shown limited reports on 

centrifugal pump shaft failure due to increased in stress and strain during backpressure. It was important to close this 

research gap by simulating these parameters that impacts shaft failure during back pressure.  In this study a centrifugal 

pump stress and strain during operation are simulated by taking the optimal load on the shaft during backpressure. 

This was achieved by using an Auto desk fusion 360 in which the parameters that impacts stress and strain were 

simulated to determine the optimal load on the shaft during operation. 
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2. Methodology  
 

To simulate and design an efficient shaft that can withstand backpressure during shaft operation, the major  stress and 

straining that often led to material fatigue, the principal stress maximum principal stress(σ1) ≤

permissiblestress�σper�  given as σper = failure stress
factor of safety

= 𝑠𝑠yt
N 

or sut
N 

 are simulated in the current study. During the 

simulation process, all factors of safety for the principal stress and strain were taken into consideration by looking at 

the principal stain of the system and the variation of young’s modulus in the system given as, 

 

Permissible strain = Yielding strain under tensile test
Factor of safety  

= (ε YP)
N

= 𝑠𝑠𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦
EN

                                                                             [1] 

 

The permission strain in the system is impacted by Tri-axial state factors since the Bi-axial factors is assumed to be 

0 and the expression is given by equation (2) as   

 

[𝜎𝜎1 − 𝜇𝜇(𝜎𝜎2 + 𝜎𝜎3)] ≤ 𝑠𝑠𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦
N

                                                                                                                                              [2] 

 

Bi-axial state, 𝜎𝜎3 = 0 

 

From equation (1) and (2), the effective strain that impacts the system strain energy during backpressure can be 

computed by looking at the total strain energy in the system during operation and this energy impact the material yield 

stress during operation. From first principle, the effective strain on the system during backpressure can be computed 

by looking at the strain factors and strain factors given by equation (3) given as 

 

Total Strain Energy per unit volume(T. S. E./vol) = 1
2
𝜎𝜎1. 𝜀𝜀1 + 1

2
𝜎𝜎2. 𝜀𝜀2 + 1

2
𝜎𝜎3. 𝜀𝜀3                                                   [3] 

 

Where E defined the young’s modulus in the system and the young’s modulus varying on the system during operation 

and at the same time the stress intensity and strain intensity on the shaft vary during different load intensity during 

backpressure given by equation (4) to (6). Equation (4) to (6) defined the Tri-axial state factors during backpressure 

as given as  

 

𝜀𝜀1 = 𝑑𝑑
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

(𝟏𝟏
E

[𝜎𝜎1 − 𝜇𝜇(𝜎𝜎2 + 𝜎𝜎3)])                                                                                                                                       [4] 

𝜀𝜀2 = 𝑑𝑑
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

(𝟏𝟏
E

[𝜎𝜎2 − 𝜇𝜇(𝜎𝜎1 + 𝜎𝜎3)])                                                                                                                                        [5] 

𝜀𝜀3 = 𝑑𝑑
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

(𝟏𝟏
E

[𝜎𝜎3 − 𝜇𝜇(𝜎𝜎1 + 𝜎𝜎2)])                                                                                                                                         [6] 

 

Equation (1-14) defined the major parameters and factors used to design the centrifugal pump shaft and these models 

are simulated simultaneously with an Auto desk fusion 360 and the following results were revealed. 
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3. Results and Discussion 
 

It was important to perform the relevant simulation for validation purposes. An Auto desk fusion 360 was used to 

simulate the design shaft during backpressure. The external and internal applied condition on the shaft was used during 

empirical simulation for a design of a shaft that can withstand an optimal stress and strain during backpressure. During 

empirical simulation, different colors were revealed by fusion 360 desk during different stress and straining process 

and failure modes were analyze during backpressure. From the simulated results, the following colors were revealed.  

Blue color revealed negligible or limited failure mode during shaft operation. The green color revealed a possible 

failure but the risk to actual failure is very low during backpressure. The yellow color by the auto fusion 360 desk 

revealed a possible medium failure during backpressure. The orange color revealed a possible high risk to failure 

during backpressure and red color revealed extreme failure mode due to backpressure.  

 
Figure 1 stress and strain impacts on centrifugal pump shaft at a stress/strain of 30 MPa during backpressure  

 
The obtained results revealed by Fig.1 shown the centrifugal pump shaft during operation when subjected to a 

backpressure of 30 MPa. From the simulated results revealed by Auto diffusion desk 360 it is revealed that there is no 

possibility that the design shaft can failed during backpressure. It is observed that the shaft is operating at efficient 

loading condition and the system does not revealed at possibility of failure mode during operation. From the simulation 

key variables of failure mode analysis, little or no orange color which revealed a possible high risk to failure during 

backpressure or red color revealed extreme failure mode due to backpressure was noticed from Figure 1. Therefore, 

the design shaft can withstand the backpressure from the system during operation. Subsequently, the simulation 

variables were increased as the stress and strain factors increase during operation and the stress and strain intensity on 

the shaft at 60 MPa was revealed as shown in Fig.2.  
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Figure 2 stress and strain impacts on centrifugal pump shaft at a stress/strain of 60 MPa during backpressure  

 
From Fig.2 it is revealed that the centrifugal pump shaft can withstand a yield stress of 60 MPa during operation. The 

simulated results revealed by Auto diffusion desk 360 revealed a shaft that can withstand a yield stress of 60 MPa 

during operation. It is observed that the shaft is operating at efficient loading condition and the system is stable and 

more efficient without any failure mode being reported during operation. From the simulation key variables used in 

analysis of failure mode rate, little or no orange color was revealed during backpressure and therefore any possible 

high risk to failure during backpressure or red color revealed extreme failure mode due to backpressure was not 

revealed during operation as shown in Fig.2. Therefore, the design shaft can withstand the backpressure from the 

system during operation. Subsequently, the simulation variables were increased as the stress and strain factors increase 

during operation and the stress and strain intensity on the shaft at 100 MPa was revealed as shown in Fig.3.  

 
 
 

 
Figure 3 stress and strain impacts on centrifugal pump shaft at a stress/strain of 100 MPa during backpressure  

 

Figure 3 revealed the shaft being subjected to a backpressure of 100 MPa and the material starts to suffer from very 

little stress or strain that causes material failures were being initiated but at a lower rate which cannot lead to material 

defects and failure during backpressure. It could be concluded that even at very high yield stress of 100 MPa, the shaft 
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can withstand backpressure during operation. As the stress intensity in the shaft system increases due to increase stress 

and strain due to distortional factors that impacts strain energy, the shaft does not show any sign of failure during 

operation. Therefore, the design shaft can withstand backpressure during operation. 

 

 

4. Conclusion and Recommendation 
 

The aim of the current study was to design a shaft that can withstand backpressure during operation and to achieve 

that the main factors that impact backpressure which are stress and strain was model and simulated using auto diffusion 

desk 360 and the following results was revealed. Different colors that revealed different stress intensity and failure 

modes were used to analyze the design shaft ability to withstand backpressure. It was revealed that the centrifugal 

pump shaft can withstand a backpressure of 30 MPa during operation without any possibility of failure. From the 

simulation key variables of failure mode analysis, little or no orange color which revealed a possible high risk to 

failure during backpressure or red color revealed extreme failure mode due to backpressure was noticed. As the load 

of stress and strain was increase in the centrifugal pump shaft during operation, little or no failure mode phenomena 

was reported at 60 MPa and therefore the design shaft was able to withstand a pressure of 100 MPa during operation. 

Therefore, the designed shaft can withstand backpressure during operation  
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